
RoDTEP – Dropped from the 
sky, stuck on a tree!



In a landmark move aiming to bolster exports and offering a sigh of relief to exporters, the Government notified 
the much-awaited export scheme, the Remission of Duties and Taxes on Exported Products (‘RoDTEP Scheme’). 
Interestingly, the seeds were sown for such a scheme by the World Trade Organization about 2 years back in 
October 2019, when it rendered a ruling against India to hold that Merchandise Exports from India Scheme 
(‘MEIS’), Export Oriented Units (‘EOUs’) etc. violate the Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures 
(‘SCM Agreement’). Appeal against this decision gave adequate time to India to introduce RoDTEP Scheme, 
whose preparation witnessed solicitation of Industry data as to what all duties and taxes form cost in their supply 
chain. 

With industry submitting detailed data duly certified by Chartered Accountant and with backups, a well driven 
beneficial scheme was promised to exporters. And then the RoDTEP Scheme dropped from the sky and is stuck 
on a tree. So much so that the Scheme is within framework of an air-tight budgeted outlay, which infers that if 
India’s exports exceed Government’s estimates, then exporters will get lesser benefit (it seems exporters are 
being punished for performing well). Leaving aside the uncertainty it creates to the exporters in factoring costs in 
supply chain, the prescribed rates are far less than expectation of industry. Too little, too late, isn’t it?

Many a sector anticipated that the benefits would be much higher and based upon cost embedded in supply 
chain due to taxes and duties. The rates range from 0.3% to 4.30%, which are significantly lower even than the 
benefits being granted under MEIS (2% to 7%). In anticipation of a benefit between 3% to 7%, the exporters 
fixed export prices from January 1, 2021 by opting for RoDTEP benefit under shipping bill, and such exporters 
are likely to book huge losses.

Legal Framework 

RoDTEP Scheme, which was initially running only based on Circulars and Press Releases, found its legal 
sanction via Notification No. 19/2015-20 dated August 17, 2021. Objectively, the Scheme intends at remission 
of duties and taxes on exported products which were not reimbursed till now vide any scheme. This to further the 
loud and clear intent of Foreign Trade Policy that India has adopted as regards ‘exporting goods and not taxes’. 
A rebate in form of e-scrip through a digitized mechanism will be granted to the exporters at a notified rate as a 
percentage of FOB value, with a value cap per unit on some export goods (subject to receipt of foreign currency). 
While the scheme intends to remit all such duties and taxes which are not reimbursed, it comes with exclusions 
to various products and supplies like Exports from Non-EDI Ports, Exports for which electronic documentation 
are not generated, good exported in discharge of Advance Authorization (‘AA’) or Duty Free Import Authorization 
etc. Further, the Scheme covers only 75% of the tariff items and the remaining 25% tariff items or Industry 
exporting such products do not find a place. Thus, the benefit under RoDTEP Scheme is not absolute.

This raises some fundamental questions as to whether a scheme which is lauded to be a scheme to remit all 
duties and taxes can discriminate between sectors / industries as also the logic in placing Advance Authorization 
Holders (‘AA holders’) outside the purview.

While it is a popular opinion that such incentives are prerogative of the Government and no estoppel applies to 
it, one may question that once a law is made it shall have given due consideration to the intelligible differentia 
it seeks to achieve, when it de-incentivizes an industry. The Commerce Secretary offered a reason for such 
exclusions by stating that sectors like Pharmaceutical, Steel Industry etc. are performing well and hence the 
benefits were not extended to them. The logic is certainly questionable in as much as when Government intends 
to reimburse all embedded taxes and duties, it should be extended to all exporters without any restrictions. 
In other words, whether exclusion basis good performance of an industry / sector is unreasonable distinction 
created so as to ouster any sector will be a question which will soon reach doors of Constitutional Courts.



Similarly, RoDTEP contemplates exclusion of benefit for exports made by SEZ / EOU etc. Evidently, RoDTEP 
Scheme aims to reimburse taxes like Excise Duty and VAT on fuel, Electricity Duty etc., which are not otherwise 
exempted / refunded under to such units. Legitimately speaking, the RoDTEP Scheme shall have been available 
to such units as well. 

Another surprising exclusion in this list is benefit to AA holders, specifically when benefit is available to exporters 
claiming duty drawback. Both AA and duty drawback propose to exempt / reimburse customs duties paid on 
imported goods. Hence, the law lacks logic in so far as an exporter can claim RoDTEP benefit along with Duty 
Drawback but not with AA. For goods for which All Industry Rate of Duty Drawback does not fully compensate 
incidence of custom duties on imported inputs, exporters can consider shifting from AA to Brand Rate of Duty 
Drawback. 

Conclusion

All in all, the RoDTEP Scheme has failed to boost confidence amongst exporters as it is loaded with obscurities. 
Many a places, it has failed to provide a backing to the propositions it places within the public domain. A beneficial 
scheme, which furthers the idea of exports, shall ideally have given a higher incentive for higher contributions to 
India’s foreign earnings. Both Pharma and Steel Exporters are likely to approach the concerned authorities with 
a representation so as to extend the RoDTEP scheme; and possibility even the Courts. Amidst these, one thing 
is certain that the RoDTEP Scheme is not a hit for exporters. 
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